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ABSTRACT

In the summer of 2004, nVidia released a new technology into the gaming market.
The nVidia Corporation is known primarily for developing and supplying GPUs
(Graphics Processing Units), motherboard chipsets, and contributing to other forms of
multimedia hardware. The latest buzz about nVidia centers around developments made
with GPU and chipset technology. These technologies are used in joint operation to
produce a gigantic leap forward in gaming hardware horsepower. This technology is
called the “Scalable Link Interface”.
nVidia’s new SLI (Scalable Link Interface) technology has brought a new incentive for
gamers to invest in nVidia video card technology. Broken down into its simplest
concept, SLI allows systems to utilize the power of two identical video cards for a single
output display. Utilizing any more than two is merely theoretical (or hypothetical) at this
point. The purpose of SLI is to offer better performance per cost of a system as a whole.
Typically, a single, significantly more powerful video card rivals the cost of two less
powerful cards. Plus, these two cards can be purchased separately (one initially, and the
second as a later upgrade), defraying the cost of an expensive gaming system. This
certainly helps builders on a lower budget and helps keep an older machine usable for a
longer period of time.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 2004, nVidia released a new technology into the gaming market. The
nVidia Corporation is known primarily for developing and supplying GPUs (Graphics
Processing Units), motherboard chipsets, and contributing to other forms of multimedia
hardware. The latest buzz about nVidia centers around developments made with GPU
and chipset technology. These technologies are used in joint operation to produce a
gigantic leap forward in gaming hardware horsepower. This technology is called the
“Scalable Link Interface”.
nVidia’s new SLI (Scalable Link Interface) technology has brought a new incentive for
gamers to invest in nVidia video card technology. Broken down into its simplest
concept, SLI allows systems to utilize the power of two identical video cards for a single
output display. Utilizing any more than two is merely theoretical (or hypothetical) at this
point. The purpose of SLI is to offer better performance per cost of a system as a whole.
Typically, a single, significantly more powerful video card rivals the cost of two less
powerful cards. Plus, these two cards can be purchased separately (one initially, and the
second as a later upgrade), defraying the cost of an expensive gaming system. This
certainly helps builders on a lower budget and helps keep an older machine usable for a
longer period of time.With a traditional gaming computer, you would find a motherboard,
a CPU, RAM, and a video card making up a system’s core components. SLI technology
makes it possible to installtwo video cards, and have them operate simultaneously for a
boost in image rendering performance.
First, I will introduce you to what the original SLI technology was, how it was used, and
a brief history leading up to the current form of SLI technology, including current and
past market influences leading to its demise and rebirth. This is followed by architecture
comparisons between technologies, the performance benefits of current SLI technology,
and the hardware requirements for building a computer that would support SLI. After
taking a look at the hardware side of SLI, we will dive into the software side of SLI,
which is where the real magic happens. Discussed are SLI’s rendering and Antialiasing
methods in detail, plus some comparisons between their respective settings, which are
critical pieces of the SLI setup as a whole.
Wrapping up the contextual portion of the document, we end with a brief look at the
innovation of gaming technology and with our analysis of the best situation where SLI
can be utilized effectively, taking cost vs. performance into account. Performance in this
case would equate to how efficient the technology would maintain an acceptable output
response. In other words, it must maintain an acceptable frame rate and quality.
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1.1 -3dfxSLI
The first line of SLI products from 3dfx were used in arcade game consoles and other
professional markets. The Voodoo 2 series was the first SLI line available for consumers.
In order to make it work, two PCI Voodoo 2 cards were required be linked together on
the PCI bus, and connected by a ribbon cable. Vaguely similar to the way a TVs produce
frames, 3dfx’s SLI technology allowed each card to process alternating horizontal lines in
a single frame in order to produce a single complete frame.
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This process allowed users to increase texture filtering to make use of trilinear filtering,
increase the screen resolution to a new maximum (at the time, it was an impressive
1024×768), and increase the number of polygons that could be drawn, thus doubling the
rendering throughput.
A major draw toward SLI technology was that it ensured that a gaming rig would not
undergo premature obsoleteness. Once a single Voodoo 2 card was unable to keep up
with the gaming demands that a gamer was putting on it, all they had to do was throw in a
second video card and they would be ready to fly once more. The ability to add a second
video card was a huge advantage over other competitors at that time.
Unfortunately, 3dfx crashed and burned due to its lack of innovation in later product
lines, and merely tried to milk old product designs for all they were worth. The company
was later gobbled up by nVidia, and the SLI project was forgotten and shelved for two
reasons. Advancements in leaps and bounds with more powerful video cards made SLI
unnecessary, and video cards had progressed beyond the limited PCI bus and had started
to take advantage of AGP. It was not possible to link AGP and PCI buses to utilize SLI,
or to have more than one AGP slot on a motherboard, for that matter. Therefore, nVidia
did not feel it was worth investing in SLI technology at the time. Clock speeds and driver
optimizations became the main focus and driving force behind the development of video
cards. On the software side of things, optimizing video card drivers became an important
key for card development, and often breathed new life into older cards.

1.2- nVidia SLI
After ATi gained a secure lead in the video card market with their superior image quality
and performance, while nVidia fell behind a bit (more recently with their FX series cards)
and needed to take innovation in a new direction. The 6xxx series emerged, on both AGP
and PCI Express buses, which was shortly followed by the reintroduction of SLI
technology, thanks to the development of the PCI Express standard by Intel, finalized in
2002. A few months later, nVidia moved to PCI Express only, which can be clearly seen
with their 7xxx series video cards.
nVidia’s SLI technology employs rendering methods that go beyond 3dfx’s interleaving
method on the PCI serial bus. SLI takes advantage of the increased bandwidth of two
16x PCI Express slots, thanks to the nature of the parallel bus architecture. Parallel bus
Division Of Computer Science, SOE CUSAT
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architecture allows more work to be done in within same amount of time than what the
PCI bus could do with its older serial architecture. Parallel bus architecture allows more
data to be transferred within same amount of time because of multiple dedicated lines
(a.k.a “lanes”) running back and forth between the slots and motherboard chipset.

However, there is one caveat. The two PCI Express 16x slots are 16x in name only when
used in a dual-card setup. The secondary 16x PCI Express slot is a branch off of the
primary 16x PCI Express slot, thus effectively sharing the bandwidth between the two
slots. When only the primary slot is in use, it receives the full bandwidth, while the
Division Of Computer Science, SOE CUSAT
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secondary slot remains in a deactivated state. When both slots are in use, each slot is
throttled down and receives 8x, thanks to lane width negotiation.

SLI also takes advantage various features of nVidia hardware, such as the capabilities of
the GPU (Graphics Processing Unit; the video card’s CPU), but as well as the
motherboard chipset, which manages data transfers for the SLI-enabled PCI Express
slots, among other tasks. Depending on how a SLI setup is configured, it’s possible to get
nearly double the performance than that of a system with only a single video card.
Various Benchmarks have estimated this performance gain to be about 1.5 to 1.9 times
(or, 77% to 90%) greater in a dual card SLI setup. This is a generalized estimation from
an array of benchmark reviews on SLI. The actual performance gain is dependent on a
number of factors that will vary from computer to computer: the hardware components
used, the ForceWare driver version used, and the benchmark program used.
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CHAPTER 2
NVidia SLI Hardware
First and foremost, a motherboard that supports SLI is required (usually referred to as
“SLI-enabled”). There have been instances where people have managed to get SLI
working on certain non-SLI motherboards in combination with certain SLI video cards,
but it is successful only under very specific conditions, sometimes with firmware or
driver modifications. This road is not for the feint of heart.

Now, assuming that a system intended to run SLI were to be built using official SLI
components, the second set of components includes identical (currently both model and
type) PCI Express video cards that support SLI. The last major component required for
an SLI setup is ATX 2.0 Power Supply with a 24-pin connector, which will be able to
handle operating both video cards (one card alone sucks up a lot of juice). Intel-based
boards allow ATX 1.x PSUs with a 20-pin to 24-pin adapter to be used, but the minimum
requirement for those are 450W. This is not the best route to take, and using an ATX 2.0
PSU is strongly recommended instead.
The combination of Intel architecture with 64-bit technology (labeled as the “Extreme
Edition” product line) and SLI technology is far from being efficient in terms of power
consumption compared to AMD 64-bit system with SLI. With either platform, the power
requirements are fairly high, and SLI is not something where you can skimp on critical
components (namely, the Power Supply). Note that although there may be good number
of SLI-enabled components available, not all of them are built with high-quality
standards in mind. Some manufacturers, such as PCChips, ECS, VIA, SiS, etc. are
notorious for problematic hardware and/or hardware failure.
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System configured with one PCI-E GeForce 6800 Ultra card
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Now a second card is added
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Cards are now linked together for SLI

The last piece to the puzzle that allows SLI to actually work is the SLI connector, which
bridges the two SLI video cards. The full name of this component varies. It has also been
listed as a “SLI High-Speed Digital Link Interface Bridge”, “SLI Digital Link
Connector”, “SLI Bridge”, and as a “MIO Bridge” (since the connectors on the video
cards are named “MIO Connectors”). This small PCB (Printed Circuit Board) connector
allows for speedy communication between the two SLI cards, rather than taking up
valuable bandwidth on the PCI Express bus. Losing and/or neglecting the installation of
this small component will result in a huge performance hit.
The SLI connector is included with the motherboard, rather than the video card because
of the physical SLI specification that allows for a distance variance between the two
cards/slots. No two measurements between the PCI Express slots are usually the same
because motherboard manufacturers determine the slot spacing. However, Asus has
begun to ship flexible SLI connectors, so SLI connectors may become generic sometime
in the future.
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SLI Connector
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Botto
Bottom of the connector

There are two exceptions for the SLI connector. The first is that 6600′s do not use the SLI
connector. It is only used in 6600GT cards and above. The other exception is that
Gigabyte released a 6600GT with dual GPUs, which was named 3D1. This video card
only operates in SLI mode on a Gigabyte GA-K8NXP-SLI motherboard with the nForce4
SLI chipset (the card can only be purchased in combination with the motherboard). This
card cannot be used in a dual card SLI setup because of the dual GPU, and the fact that it
uses the full 16x PCI Express bandwidth for both GPUs. To poke holes in even that
exception, there have been rumors of dual 3D1 cards being able to run on Gigabyte GAK8AMVP Pro motherboards with a modified BIOS and driver set.
Regarding the two major CPU platforms, there are a few differences between AMD’s SLI
and Intel’s SLI. Although both utilize the nForce4 chipset, Intel uses a Northbridge and
Southbridge configuration, while AMD still continues to use a single chipset core. As a
matter of naming, Intel’s bridged chipset is referred to as the nForce4 SLI Intel Edition
chipset. AMD’s chipset is simply known as the nForce4 SLI chipset. AMD saves on cost
and valuable PCB (Printed circuit board) space by going with this single core chipset, and
has no problems with using it. Intel, on the other hand, requires the use of a bridged
chipset mainly because P4 CPUs and above do not have integrated DDR memory
controllers, so they must depend on it being implemented on the chipset level, located in
the Northbridge. All the high-speed devices connect to the Northbridge (the CPU, RAM,
and PCI Express slots). The Southbridge handles USB devices, among other things.
Note that SLI technology does not make up for the slight difference in performance
between AMD and Intel architectures.
As for enabling the switch from standard PCI Express to dual-card operation for SLI,
there are two basic methods depending on the motherboard. The first is to physically
change the PCI Express lanes on the motherboard. Some motherboards have a card in
between the two 16x PCI Express slots that needs to be flipped between the two 16x PCI
Express slots. Other boards (notably, DFI) need to have a set of jumpers changed.
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A DFI LanParty NF4 SLIDR motherboard with a set
An Asus A8N-SLI Deluxe A Gigabyte GA-K8NXP-SLI of SLI switch jumpers,
motherboard with a SLI motherboard with a SLI pictured with a jumper
switch card
switch card
removal tool (aka a PLCC
chip puller) included with the
motherboard

The second method found on other motherboards uses a newer technology called digital
SLI switching. With this integrated technology, there’s no reason to physically touch the
motherboard. The enabling/disabling of SLI support occurs within the BIOS.
After the parts are assembled, it’s up to the software drivers to make SLI actually work.
This is why drivers and driver optimizations are so important when it comes to this point.
Note that this does not imply the optimizations are for specific games, but merely that the
optimizations allow the hardware to run more efficiently overall.
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CHAPTER 3
How nVidia SLI Works

There are two rendering methods that nVidia uses in their SLI configurations. The first,
SFR or split-frame rendering, has each graphics card render a portion of the screen, split
horizontally. One card, the primary device on the PEG host, is responsible for the top
section of the screen, the secondary device therefore responsible for the bottom. That
situation is then load balanced.
The second mode is AFR, or alternate-frame rendering. For each graphics device in the
system, the driver round-robins the graphics commands and data to each device, forcing
each device to render a frame in turn. For a dual-GPU SLI setup, each device renders a
frame, waits for a frame, then renders a frame, ad infinitum. Interleaved with the second
device doing the same, that's AFR in a nutshell.
Let's cover the modes in more detail, starting with SFR.

3.1-Split-frame Rendering
SFR divides the screen horizontally into two parts, letting each card render a separate
portion of the screen. The primary GPU is responsible for the top half of the video frame,
while the secondary GPU is responsible for the lower half of the video frame.
It’s important to note that the screen isn’t necessarily split exactly in half. As we
discussed earlier, in some scenes the lower portion of the screen may be more complex
than the upper portion, or vice versa. SLI is designed to take this into account, splitting
the work properly between both cards.
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One GPU handles the upper portion in 3DMark, while the second GPU gets the bottom
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Notice it isn't a perfect 50/50 split
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Final frame on the output screen

Split-frame rendering is the more attractive, from a gamer's point of view.
Since both cards are working together on the same frame, there's no extra latency
involved in an SLI system. By latency, I mean time delays between user input and that
input being visibly conveyed on the screen. For fast-paced games (and I don't mean frame
rate, although it's desirable for the two to go hand in hand), that's a paramount
consideration. You want to produce some player input and that input be shown on the
screen as fast as is technically possible. And with SFR, that's the case. There's no latency
introduced to the process with SFR, over a single GPU system.
The driver manages the rendering resources needed to produce a frame of render output,
sending the correct resources (which can include any of the data needed for the render
output at any time in the render process) and graphics commands to the GPUs.to have
them render their part of the image.
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Clipping is used to split the screen up. That means geometry converted to pixel
fragments, the data required to render those fragments and any other resources aren't sent
to a GPU that won't be rendering them.
However, in modern rendering environments, for example that provided by the DirectX
9.0 render path in the Source engine, there are a lot of off-screen resources for the driver
to consider. You've got multiple rendering passes used to draw the frame, from bump
maps, to gloss maps, and they're almost all rendered to off-screen
surfacecalled render targets.Those render targets, simple texture surfaces which the GPU
can draw into, aren't displayed on screen as soon as they're created. Rather they're held
off-screen, combined with any other render targets needed to achieve correct rendering,
and then swapped to the front buffer at the end of the render sequence. I'd also speculate
that more often than not, those render targets are the same size as screen space. So if
you're running your Source game at 1600x1200, most of the composite render targets
used to draw the frame are also 1600x1200 in size with an associated data format.
That means that the render targets are applicable to both top and bottom of the screen,
regardless of wherever the SFR split is contained. So the off-screen resources need to be
managed, so that each GPU is rendering into the right section of the resource, as they
combine their power to render the frame. And the split in SFR mode is load balanced, so
it might be the case that GPU1 is rendering into the top 30% of a render target, GPU2
into the bottom 70%. But that's more than likely going to change for the next frame, as
the load is distributed. If there's complex render operations happening like perspective
texturing, where the output is being rendered into the target following a matrix
transformation, those matrix transforms need to be done on both GPUs, for each frame,
for any possible load split.
Geometry creation, at the beginning of the render pipeline, is also a complex thing for the
driver to manage. With the GPU rasterising the geometry data into pixel fragments, after
the driver has decided what GPU it's being rendered on, before the GPU decides just how
much geometry it's discarding or rendering, and how many pixel fragments any Z-buffer
optimisation scheme is going to discard, you can see why it's a complex operation even
just on a single GPU.
With the driver managing all of that, and synchronisation commands and data sent over
the inter-GPU link (more on which later), you can see where NVIDIA's claimed ~1.8x
average speedup in SFR mode comes from. There's significant overhead in the SFR
scheme, something that prevents it from ever offering a straight 2x performance increase.
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And depending on the render setup, that performance increase could actually be closer to
a performance decrease, as the driver and management overhead for a pair of GPUs
outweighs any performance advantage their might have been.
And that's not even discussing pixel fragments that cross the load-balancing line. You can
have long, thin triangles that cross the border. Since triangles are the rendering primitive
employed by today's accelerators, the fragments that make up those triangles, and all the
peripheral data associated with them, have to be shared between both GPUs. Extra
overhead for the driver to manage.
So while SFR is most desirable from a latency standpoint, there's a simpler means to
extra performance in a multi-GPU system, but one which introduces some potential extra
latency.

3.2-Alternate-frame Rendering
In this method, one GPU processes even frames, and the second processes odd frames,
one after the other. For instance, card one would handle frames 1, 3, and 5, while video
card two would handle frames 2, 4, and 6. This allows each card to spend about double
the normal amount of time to render a single video frame. However, this mode cannot be
used in games that use Render to Texture functions, as neither GPU can directly access
the frame buffer of the other.
When the secondary card finishes work on a frame (or part of a frame in SFR mode), the
results are sent via the SLI Bridge to the master GPU, which then outputs the completed
frame. Ideally, this would result in the rendering time being cut in half, and thus
performance from the video cards would double.
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GPU 1 processes frame 1,3 and GPU2 processes frame 2,4
Alternate-frame rendering is a much easier way to increased performance, relatively
speaking. All the complex overhead inherent to a load-balanced SFR method is negated
with AFR.
Full frames are prepared by the CPU and presented to the driver, which renders them on
the next GPU in the round-robin sequence. That means entire batches of geometry,
fragment data, off-screen resources like render target, any other buffers and everything
else needed to render a single frame of output. There's no overhead in managing offscreen resources, MRTs, geometry or anything else. It's all just batched to the GPU as a
whole, as it would be in a single-GPU system.
However, since frames are rendered in that way, there's significant buffering involved. As
one GPU is working on rendering a frame, the next frame that'll be rendered on the other
GPU can be being prepared for the GPU, by the CPU and the driver. If that data is all
ready, even if the currently active GPU isn't finished drawing a frame, the other GPU can
be rendering it, in preparation for a buffer swap (and copy to the primary GPU's
framebuffer, if it's the secondary card). That buffering can happen many times per frame
Division Of Computer Science, SOE CUSAT
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if the CPU is fast enough and there's an excess of spare computing power to make it
happen.
However, if for whatever reason there's not enough buffering happening for player input
to be interleaved into the rendering process, there can be a lag between player input and
render output. That's extra latency and something that can't be overcome in AFR mode
(without maybe switching back to SFR) if the frame-rate is low enough for it to become
manifest.
That's the simple explanation for AFR being sub-optimal for SLI. If you're not rendering
quick enough, there's even more latency introduced than in the low-framerate case with
SFR (or a single frame being renderered by a single GPU). That can be caused by a slow
CPU (so SFR is preferred to reduce the latency, despite the overhead), unoptimised driver
or pathalogically bad application programming (say for example the application
periodically locks lots of off-screen render targets, causing a pipeline stall more often
than is necessary). AFR doesn't help you recover from that any faster than normal.
It accelerates well when the rest of the process can keep up (you can double geometry
performance and double pixel performance to a certain extent), but it's a poor choice
when that can't happen.
Currently, SLI can't fall back to SFR or even single GPU mode when AFR isn't helping.
And it turns out that AFR, not load-balanced SFR, is NVIDIA's recommended mode of
operation for its current SLI implementations. That turns on its head current thinking
about the way SLI would be done for the majority of applications.
After the primary GPU knows which rendering method it is going to be using, as directed
by the SLI ForceWare drivers, the CPU sends the vertex point data (line endpoint
coordinates in geometry) for a single video frame to the primary GPU for rendering
calculations over the PCI Express bus. The drivers determine how the primary GPU then
delegates a workload to the secondary GPU. The data is then sent over the SLI bridge
(The SLI connector is commonly referred to as a bridge when speaking of actually
transferring data). Once each GPU has its graphical data to render, they begin rendering
and all communication between the video cards occurs over the SLI bridge, while all
traffic pertaining to that specific video frame ceases to travel on the PCI Express bus.

When the secondary GPU is done rendering its frame, the image is sent from the frame
buffer (RAM allocated to hold the graphics information for a single frame/image), over
the SLI bridge, and to the master GPU’s buffer. If rendering with SFR, it is combined
with the primary card’s image in the frame buffer. Finally, the complete frame is then
sent as output to the display.
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3.3-COMPARISON
By default, we do not get to choose which method to use, and on top of that, the choice is
not determined on the fly in order to offer the best optimal performance for a specific
machine. nVidia has profiled a list of about 300 popular games where the default
rendering method is specified for each game. For instance, games that use slow motion
special effects would not be able to use AFR because of the strange frame rate timings,
renderings and alpha blending of one frame on top of another. So, logically, the default
mode for that game would be SFR (As a side note, any games that use any sort of
blending or other dependencies between frames make AFR incompatible with the
game).If the game has not been profiled, then the SLI drivers default the rendering mode
back to single-GPU rendering to avoid encountering any rendering issues. However, if
you so choose, you can force a rendering method on the game and make a custom profile
for it, though this process is not exactly intuitive with the current release of the
ForceWare drivers. Note that choosing a rendering mode will take some trial and error to
find settings that will work correctly with the game. What it all boils down to is whether
or not the game can actually handle being forced to undergo an SLI rendering method.
After all, you can’t expect all current and past games to fully support this new technology
nVidia is currently making moves with many of the major game makers to allow for SLI
support for future games. Game profiling is horribly inefficient for gaming as a whole,
but is a relatively quick and dirty way to handle rendering mode selection in a pinch for
most of the popular games on the market.
In any case, it appears that nVidia’s preferred method for rendering is AFR because of
higher rendering performance, even though SFR offers load balancing, and appears to
offer a better input response time for gamers. With AFR, latency has the opportunity to
arise between user input and the video display as frames are being rendered in the
alternating fashion, which is compounded with lower framerates. With SFR, there are no
latency issues, and the input/output response time is the same as it would be on a singleGPU system. All the rendering method does is render the frame and go; one after another.
This makes data synchronization.relatively easier than with AFR because SFR doesn’t
have to worry about frame timings.
As for the resource sharing argument; because both video cards work together on the
same frame with SFR, resources can be shared (textures, shading and light calculations,
etc) between the two pieces. With AFR, each frame has its own set of resources to work
with in order to render each separate frame. That is not a fair comparison, seeing as SFR
is compared with only one frame, while AFR is compared with two. In other words, the
performance gain either way when referring to shared resources is, in fact, negligible.
In the act of SFR’s frame splitting for workload dispersal, there is a significant amount of
overhead generated in the calculations. These calculations serve two purposes. First, it’s
to ensure all of the geometrical faces and textures line up when the frame is split. Second,
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they ensure that the workload is split in half evenly, depending on the complexity of the
frame. For example, if the bottom portion of a frame is full of complex geometric shapes,
while the upper portion of the frame merely displays a flat sky, the frame would be
unevenly split visually to allow the mathematical rendering calculations to be distributed
evenly between the two GPUs. This is the reason why SFR does not return a fully
doubled performance increase over two video cards. The calculations for each frame split
take a small bite out of the overall rendering performance. For this reason, nVidia has
opted to select AFR as its default rendering method because it offers better rendering
times.
All of these calculations for SFR are performed by the nVidia ForceWare SLI drivers.
The calculations for the workload allocation is primarily determined by comparing the
GPU rendering load for the past several frames. Based on this stored history, the drivers
make a prediction on where the split should be made in the frame. If the prediction was
not accurate, one GPU will finish its rendering task sooner than the other GPU, making
the GPU that was finished first idle and wait for the other one to finish its task. A faulty
prediction will hurt overall performance.With AFR rendering, there is no overhead. The
full frames are prepared by the CPU, managed by the ForceWare and then send to the
next available GPU. The GPU receives the rendering data the same way a single-GPU
system would, renders the frame, buffers the frame, and sends it to the primary GPU to
be buffered sequentially, then sent as output.
There is one large caveat in the AFR system. If the first frame in a sequence has not yet
completed rendering, but the second in line has been, the CPU sends prepares a frame for
the inactive GPU, and the completed frame is swapped out of the rendering buffer and
into the primary card’s buffer. The CPU sends the frame data to the ForceWare drivers,
the drivers send the frame data to the idling GPU, and the GPU begins rendering that
frame, all while the second frame is still waiting for the first frame to complete
rendering. Once the first frame has been completed, it is sent as output, followed by the
second frame, and finally the third frame when it is ready.
This is how the latency issue becomes a problem with AFR. While the frames are being
held up as described above, the user input signals have time to change. So when the
output is finally displayed, the old input data is being displayed, while the new input data
is still being rendered. This is seen as lag, which can be visually equated to lag that can
be exhibited while playing online multiplayer games with slow Internet connections, or
just plain high latency for various other reasons. This latency issue with AFR can usually
be averted by lowering the gaming resolution, AA, and AF, but if it’s still a problem, eye
candy in the game needs to be lowered.
If you have ever attempted to play Tomb Raider: Angel of Darkness, that is a prime
example of an extremely high user input delay. Another example, albeit not with so
drastic of a delay, is Indiana Jones and the Infernal Machine. If the latency problems in
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those games were found in fast-paced action games, they would certainly put you at a
serious disadvantage. That is one of the main issues with sometimes running AFR.

Each rendering method has their strengths and weaknesses, as compared above. That is
why nVidia has chosen to pre-test and profile each game in order to determine what the
best rendering method for each one, depending on resource requirements (and other
factors). Again, it is a quick and dirty solution, but it is sufficient for a good number of
the more popular games on the market.
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CHAPTER 4
nVidia SLI Anti-Aliasing
As with anything else in the computing, there are always technical aspects behind
concepts (and games) that allow a player to get the most enjoyment out of them as
possible. In this case, quality is key for any number of modern games. After an image
frame is rendered and translated from vector-space, shading and Antialiasing come into
play. Shading is the process of calculating the lighting on a polygon, but since it is not
unique to SLI, it will not provide useful insight here. However, some forms of AA are,
and most gamers are familiar with what AA is . Antialiasing is a software technique for
minimizing unwanted aliasing effects (aka “jaggies” or “stairsteps”) when displaying a
high-resolution image at a lower resolution. Note that these effects are not apparent on
perfectly rectangular objects, since pixels are square. All images that are displayed
digitally are composed of pixels.
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Aliasing is normally visible when showing a hi-resolution image at a low resolution. This
results in what are known as "jaggies". You will notice this on images with curved or
diagonal lines. The image will look like it is made up of "steps". To help offset this
effect, most graphics cards today support what is called FSAA (Full Screen AntiAliasing). This causes the image to appear softer and more realistic. FSAA is attained by
"blurring" the edges of the line by using shades of color. Since the smallest unit you can
draw is a pixel, you cannot color half a pixel. What you can do however is to give a pixel
half of the color. In a black and white image, using gray will "blur" the edges of the
image so that the human eyes sees this as a straighter line.

CRYSIS without antialiasing
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More closer look

CRYSIS with 16*AA
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More closer look
We can see a huge difference in the above pictures. In the top images, we can see the
jaggies along the edges of objects, especially the trees directly in front. In the bottom
images, they are greatly diminished, and the resulting image looks much more "real". If
we examine the inset pictures closely, we can see that the tree on the left in the top
picture has jagged edges, and in the bottom they are smoothed out.
The big advantage for AA techniques with running a dual-card setup is that we get
double the AA rasterizing quality/performance than we would with just a single GPU.
For example, if we select the 8xAA option, each card will actually be antialiasing at 4x,
then blending the two images together to arrive at 8xAA. This particular setting is labeled
as SLI 8x.
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There are currently four antialiasing settings total on nVidia SLI cards: 4x, 8xS, SLI 8x,
and SLI 16x. SLI 8x and SLI 16x are only available for dual-card configurations, while
4x and 8xS are available for both single and dual card configurations. The new players on
nVidia cards are 8xS, SLI 8x, and SLI 16x.

8xS AA seems to offer less of a performance hit compared to SLI 8x, but with one draw
back. The resulting image isn’t as crisp as it could be. This is most notable when text is
rasterized. Basically, certain parts of the image turn a little blurry. Keep in mind that this
blurring problem is minor, and is usually addressed, for the most part, when AF
(Anisotropic Filtering) is enabled.
Other than that, it appears that the overall image quality of 8xS turns out to be slightly
better than SLI 8xAA. This is mainly because of the combined use of two different
sampling methods (multisampling and supersampling). The advantage of multisampling
is that the entire antialiasing process is intertwined with the rendering process, whereas
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with traditional supersampling (not the supersampling seen here), the scene is rendered
first, and only after is antialiasing applied.
The SLI 8xAA method produces an image that you would expect to be returned from an
elevated AA setting (but remember, it’s simply a blending of two 4xAA images). Note
that SLI 8xAA does not exhibit the blurring problem that 8xS AA does.
The reason for the slightly higher performance hit with SLI 8xAA is because the two
images are sampled individually, and then combined, while 8xS simply places more
sample points per pixel for a single image. This turns out to run faster and produces a
slightly better result. As for SLI 16xAA, unless we’re running a powerful single card or a
fairly powerful dual-card configuration, we can forget about this antialiasing mode if you
want to game with all of the eye candy on. There is a huge performance drop when this
antialiasing method is used. SLI 16xAA is the combination of two blended 8xS AA
images. Since it is, in fact, based on the 8xS AA method, it amplifies the blurring
problem slightly. Other than that, 8xS AA and SLI 16xAA are difficult to tell apart
without a bit of meticulous study, but yes, SLI 16xAA offers slightly better image
quality.
Surprisingly, nVidia’s 6xxx and 7xxx series’ antialiasing methods actually outdo ATi’s
X-series’ antialiasing. While hardly any aliasing is visible with nVidia’s two highest SLI
AA modes, the highest AA setting currently available on ATI X-series cards isn’t quite
able to rasterize the final image to that extent. ATi’s 6xAA appears to just fall short of
matching nVidia’s SLI 8xAA, but again, the difference can only be noticed with a very
critical eye. This can take several minutes worth of comparisons back and forth between
the rendered images. The big advantage with antialiasing on the mid to high range ATi
X-series cards is that it takes a negligible bite out of performance (especially on the
X850). This is quite unlike the nVidia 6xxx and 7xxx series cards where there is certainly
a noticeable performance decrease.
Details and comparisons of the different modes of SLI FSAA (Full Scene Antialiasing)
are given below.
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SLI antialiasing is available in 8x and 16x mode. Each consists in mixing 2 images, one
in AA 4x the other in AA 8xS, and each being calculated by a GPU and with a slight
offset. The main card is responsible for combining the two images. In ATI notation, the
SLI 8x mode corresponds to a "SuperAA 10x", the SLI 16x to a "SuperAA 20x".
Positioning of samples of the different FSAA modes :
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From top to bottom: 4x, 8xS, SLI 8x, SLI 16x

Between the 8xS and SLI 8x modes, the position of samples varies and it’s difficult to
say which is better. Overall, the 8xS has a better repartition of "geometric" samples while
the SLI 8x mode has a better disposition of color samples. Of course, this all depends on
the angle and it’s difficult to judge based on the position of samples. These two modes
have two color samples, which mean that in addition to reducing aliasing on the edges of
polygons, they also reduce it on the entire image (textures, shaders etc.). In the case of
SLI 16x, 4 color samples are calculated, which increased quality even more.

From left to right : 4x, 8xS, SLI 8x, SLI 16x

Here, it seems the 8xS mode offers better quality than SLI 8x. The 4x is, of course, below
and the SLI 16x above these two.One of the disadvantages of the 8xS mode, which this
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test does not show very well, is that certain parts of the image are blurry, most notably
text :

The SLI 8x doesn’t have this problem.

4.1-Activation of SLI AA
NVIDIA has just made available the non-WHQL drivers via its site, nZone, which
handles SLI AA, corrects bugs and gives SLI support for the GeForce 6600 LE. This SLI
support is done without the little connector and therefore via PCI Express, like for
GeForce 6600. Support of SLI AA isn’t accessible in default. They have to be activated
Coolbits. Then in the driver’s advanced settings, go into SLI Rendering Mode and select
SLI Antialiasing instead of Autoselection., which will allow the SLI AA modes in
antialiasing parameters to come up. All of this is not practical, but NVIDIA has promised
to have it better integrated in future drivers.
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As a side note, SLI AA is not currently available through the standerd ForceWare driver
interface by default, so a little bit of registry editing is required to activate it. SLI 8xAA
and SLI 16xAA will be officially available in ForceWare driver interface in the very near
future. Having to wait for certain features is a curse of being on the bleeding edge of
technology.
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CHAPTER 5
Other Implementation

5.1-Two GPUs on one PCI slot
In February 2005, Gigabyte Technology released the GV-3D1, a single video card that
uses NVIDIA's SLI technology to run two 6600-series GPUs. Due to technical issues
with compatibility, at release the card was supported by only one of Gigabyte's own
motherboards, with which it was bundled. Later came the GV-3D1-68GT, functionally
similar and possessing similarly-limited motherboard compatibility, but with 6800 GPUs
in place of the GV-3D1's 6600 units.
Around March 2006, ASUS released the N7800GT Dual. Similar to Gigabyte's design, it
had two 7800GT GPUs mounted on one video card. Again, this faced several issues, such
as pricing (it retailed for around US$800, while two separate 7800GTs were cheaper at
the time), limited release, and limited compatibility. It would only be supported on the
nForce4 chipset and only a few motherboards nForce4 chipset-based motherboards could
actually utilize it. It was also one of the first video cards with the option to use an
external power supply if needed.
In January 2006, NVIDIA released the 7900 GX2, their own attempt at a dual-GPU card.
Effectively, this product is a pair of slightly lower clocked 7900GTX cards "bridged"
together into one discreet unit, with separate frame buffers for both GPUs (512MB of
GDDR3 each). The GeForce 7900 GX2 is only available to OEM companies for
inclusion in quad-GPU systems, and it cannot be bought in the consumer market. The
Dell XPS, announced at the 2006 Consumer Electronics Show, used two 7900 GX2's to
build a quad-GPU system. Later, Alienware acquired the technology in March.
The official implementations of dual-GPU graphics cards work in the same fashion. Two
GPUs are placed on two separate printed circuit boards (PCBs), with their own power
circuitry and memory. Both boards have slim coolers, cooling the GPU and memory. The
'primary' GPU can be considered to be the one on the rear board, or 'top' board (being on
top when in a standard ATX system). The primary board has a physical PCIe x16
connector, and the other has a round gap in it to provide cooling for the primary HSF.
Both boards are connected to each other by two physical links; one for 16 PCI-Express
lanes, and one for the 400 MHz SLI bridge. An onboard PCI-Express bridge chip, with
48 lanes in total, acts as the MCP does in SLI motherboards, connecting to both GPUs
and the physical PCI-Express slot, removing the need for the motherboard to support SLI.
A newer version, the GeForce 7950 GX2, which addressed many issues in the 7900 GX2,
was available to consumers for separate purchase.
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The GeForce 9800 GX2 was NVIDIA's next attempt at a multi-GPU solution released in
March 2008, this time using separate PCBs facing each other, thus sharing one large
double wide cooling fan. This GX2 could expand to a total of four GPUs when paired in
SLI. The 9800 GX2 was concurrent with the launch of a single-GPU 65 nm 9800 GTX.
Three months later, with the 9800 GX2 selling at $299, NVIDIA found their product line
competing with itself, as the GTX 260 and the 55 nm improved 9800 GTX+ became
available, NVIDIA elected to venture into the GTX200 series and beyond lineups, rather
than expanding the 55 nm G92 into a GX2 form factor, thus leaving mid-range audiences
with the options of the 9800 GT and 9800 GTX+.
On January 2009, the new GTX200 series based GeForce GTX 295 was released. It
combines two 55 nm GeForce GTX 275 GPUs underclocked, with a similar sandwich
design of two graphics PCBs facing each other with a large double wide cooling fan
solution in-between, but with all the GDDR3 RAM modules on the same half of each
board as each corresponding GPU; a feature that neither the initial GTX200 boards nor
the 9800 GX2 board had. It manages to maintain the same amount of shaders as the GTX
280/285 bringing it to a total of 480 shader units. A second version of the GTX295 has
been produced, this time using a single PCB and a dual slot cooler.

5.2-QUAD SLI
Up to now NVIDIA’s SLI technology has been limited to just two GPUs. Two GPUs
running in SLI has been just fine and all for gaming at say 1280x1024 or 1600x1200 with
4xAA and 16xAF, but as any gamer with a high-end 21”+ CRT will tell you, 2048x1536
has been the holy grail of gaming for quite some time now. In addition, thanks to rapidly
falling LCD prices, an increasing number of gamers are running 24” LCDs like Dell’s
highly popular 2405FPW at resolutions as high as 1920x1200, and a new crop of 30”
LCDs are flooding the marketplace driving resolution demands even higher. The Dell
3007WFP and Apple Cinema display both run at a native res of 2560x1600. In fact, Dell
proudly proclaims that the 3007WFP boasts "over three times the resolution of so-called
'high-def gaming' that comes with an Xbox 360."
To game at resolutions this high with adequate frame rates, two graphics card just aren’t
enough. We’ve also discovered that even NVIDIA’s fastest GeForce 7800 GTX 512MB
card begins to chug with NVIDIA’s 16x SLI AA mode. This is where NVIDIA’s Quad
SLI technology comes in.
As its name implies, Quad SLI doubles up on the SLI goodness, combining four GPUs to
provide double the performance of a conventional SLI setup. This is possible because
each GX2 has two extra SLI connectors, separate from the bridges used to link the two
GPU's in one unit – one on each PCB, two per GPU, for a total of two links per GPU.
When two GX2 graphics cards are installed in a SLI motherboard, these SLI connectors
are bridged using two separate SLI bridges. (In such a configuration, if the four PCBs
were labeled A, B, C, D from top to bottom, A and C would be linked by an SLI bridge,
as would B and D.) This way, four GPUs can contribute to performance
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If we look closely, we can see it is two boards on a single card, and each pair takes up
only a single 16x slot. This is really bright, we can do the qSLI with almost any existing
x16 motherboard, no need for upgrades. The other interesting part is that the boards are in
a father/daughter config, with the 'father' plugging into the slot. The SLI bridges also
connect the father to the father and the daughter to the daughter. There is probably some
very interesting math that goes on in the background, but it all ends up in a single image
at the end.
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In 2006, the best four-way SLI configuration that NVIDIA could build involved the use
of both split-frame and alternate-frame rendering. The first pair of GPUs dealt with an
SFR on frame one, while the second set rendered an SFR of frame two. The two
completed frames were then AFRed between the two individual cards. This approach,
while functional, created additional driver overhead, and overall quad-SLI scaling was
quite poor. Fast forward to 2008 and the availability of Windows Vista, and NVIDIA was
able to take a different approach this time around.
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Under Windows Vista, NVIDIA is able to AFR up to four frames at once. Frames one
and two are handed off to the two GPUs on the first card, while frames three and four are
handed off to the second. The four frames are then rendered via the further application of
AFR, and the result is displayed on-screen. While unable to verify NVIDIA's claims at
this time, the unified AFR approach does seem much stronger than the split SFR/AFR
approach, and should yield a stronger performance increase. One unfortunate
consequence of this, however, is that quad SLI is Vista only, and XP users wanting it are
going to have to upgrade.

5.3-HYBRID SLI
Hybrid SLI is a new PC technology comprised of two features delivered when
selected GeForce motherboards are combined with GeForce GPUs on graphics card
. The first feature is GeForce Boost, which increases overall graphics performance up to
80%. HybridPower is the second feature, which allows users to shut off the graphics card
when not needed and dramatically reduce power consumption. Taken together these two
features make Hybrid SLI a key technology in both mainstream and enthusiast users in
both desktop and notebook pc
.
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Like SLI technology, Hybrid SLI uses two or more GPUs to work its magic. The
difference with Hybrid SLI is that one of the GPUs is a motherboard GPU (mGPU) built
on to the motherboard, which is like integrated graphics but with better performance,
DirectX compatibility and HD movie playback. The motherboard GPU is paired with one
or more discrete GPUs via graphics cards.
NVIDIA Hybrid SLI Technology
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5.4-QUADRO PLEX

NVIDIA
has decided to plunk down a big honking graphics system for professionals only, showing
the rest of the world that it's not just playing games any more. The company's latest leap
into the graphics stratosphere is Quadro Plex, a dedicated visual computing system that
combines up to eight NVIDIA Quadro FX graphics processing units (GPUs) into one,
giving its users more graphics power than they can shake a stick at.
The graphics units are available on a single configuration such as we see on the left
above, or can be combined together in rack-mounted clusters and harnessed together for
graphics Nirvana. All can be used for driving photorealistic graphics for scientists, oil
explorers, flight simulators and other secret and scary purposes we won't get into here.
Filmmakers will like using it to drive the highest-resolution 4K digital film displays.
pricing will start at $17,500.
By delivering an order-of-magnitude increase in levels of productivity and capability for
advanced visualization, the NVIDIA Quadro Plex VCS offers advanced scalability in a
sleek desktop or dense 3U rackmount configuration for demanding professional
applications such as those powering multiple streams of 4K high-definition video, 3D
styling and design, scientific and medical visualization, oil and gas exploration, or visual
simulation and training.
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NVIDIA Quadro Plex VCS incorporates many groundbreaking innovations that remove
the major graphics discontinuity in the professional visual industry, a market known for
its innovation in 3D graphics. These revolutionary new features include:
Unprecedented Levels of Visual Compute Density—Combine up to eight NVIDIA
Quadro FX GPUs in a single VCS node, which consists of two NVIDIA Quadro Plex
systems attached to a certified SLI technology-capable host system, to take advantage of
extremely high-density, graphics-intensive computing. NVIDIA Quadro Plex VCS nodes
can also be clustered to further scale visual compute density.
Breakthrough Visual Computing Capability—Scale NVIDIA SLI multi-GPU technology
to deliver maximum performance supporting the highest image quality of up to 64X
FSAA. Enable frame synchronization, genlock, and frame lock with NVIDIA G-Sync
technology to extend scale performance, image quality and resolution.
Massively Scalable Performance—Available in three distinct configurations delivering
maximum performance, resolution and image quality to visualize the largest seismic
datasets, render photorealistic and interactive designs, or natively drive 4K projection
systems.
Featuring NVIDIA SLI multi-GPU technology, the NVIDIA Quadro Plex dedicated VCS
offers improved visual compute density of up to 20x over traditional GPU solutions, and
can be deployed with any PCI Express x16 system for use with the most demanding
professional CAD, DCC and visualization applications. Scalable enough to deliver up to
148 megapixels on 16 synchronized digital-output channels and eight HD SDI channels,
including a fill rate of 80-billion pixels/sec and geometry performance of seven billion
vertices/sec, the NVIDIA Quadro Plex visual computing system can operate as a single
shared desktop unit or be clustered together to further scale performance and increase
visual computing quality.
NVIDIA Quadro Plex 1000 VCS is compatible with an officially certified set of x86 32and 64-bit Intel and AMD processors running Windows and Linux operating systems.

5.4.1-Specification
The Nvidia Quadro Plex system supports up to four GPUs per unit. It connects to the host
PC via a small form factor PCI Express card connected to the host, and a 2 meter (6.5
foot) Nvidia Quadro Plex Interconnect Cable. The system is housed in an external case
that is approximately 9.49 inches in height, 5.94 inches in width, and 20.55 inches in
depth and weighs about 19 pounds. The system relies heavily on Nvidia's SLI
technology.
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5.4.2-Targeted Audience
The Plex is aimed at large CGI animation companies, such as Pixar and DreamWorks
Animation. This product is one of several professional graphics solutions on the market
today, along with ATI's FireGl and Matrox's professional graphics cards.
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